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DEPARTMENT OF INDUSTRIAL & MANAGEMENT ENGINEERING
MESSAGE FROM HOD

On behalf of the management school of the Department of Industrial and Management Engineering, IIT Kanpur I would like to express our heartfelt gratitude towards the industry for recognizing the unique potential of our curriculum that integrates technology, engineering and analytics in management education with the vision of spawning a new generation of successful techno-managers. This is validated by not only a significant increase in the number of Fortune 500 companies who come to campus but also the 100% placements we have been able to continuously achieve over the last few years. Not only this but we have been blessed with the largest number of offers and highest year-on-year percentage growth in the packages offered to our students.

Presenting the Final Placement of Batch 2021-2023.

B. V. Phani
Head of Department
DIME, IIT Kanpur
**PLACEMENT HIGHLIGHTS**

- **Highest CTC**: 24 LPA
- **Median CTC**: 17.25 LPA
- **Top 50% CTC**: 22.20 LPA
- **Lowest CTC**: 12.41 LPA
- **Average CTC**: 18.14 LPA

**Domain Wise Split**

- **Operations/HR**: 27%
- **Analytics**: 23%
- **Finance**: 21%
- **Marketing**: 15%
- **IT/Consulting**: 14%
KEY RECRUITERS

McKinsey & Company
Wells Fargo
Axtria
Barclays
Oxane Partners
PwC
Tiger Analytics
digit
Mphasis
Deloitte
Pramati
TresVista
ICICI Bank
Indiamart
HSBC
HDFC Bank
Accenture
Neenopal
Pine Labs
Cognizant
Citibank
Berger
Haber
EXL
THE PLACEMENT TEAM

DR. SUBHANKAR MUKHERJEE
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
FACULTY COORDINATOR, PLACEMENTS
PHONE: +91-512-679-2048
SUBHANKAR@IITK.AC.IN

CONTACT ADDRESS
PLACEMENT CELL
315, IME DEPARTMENT, IIT
KANPUR, KALYANPUR,
KANPUR, UP : 208016
MBA@IITK.AC.IN

Student Placement Coordinators

Lakshya Khurana
+91 9003780041
lakshyak21@iitk.ac.in

Vikas Gill
+91 9873648500
vikasgill21@iitk.ac.in

Lohit M.
+91 9003287198
lohitm21@iitk.ac.in

Vishnu Mehta
+91 7426905975
vishnum21@iitk.ac.in

Ashutosh Jha
+91 7738458703
ashutoshj22@iitk.ac.in

Abhishek Singh
+91 8638040742
abhiks22@iitk.ac.in

Soumya Dubey
+91 9179232425
soumyad22@iitk.ac.in

Harshit Jain
+91 9654766113
harshitj22@iitk.ac.in

Nikhil Dubey
+91 8076452971
nikhild22@iitk.ac.in
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